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WONDERGLASS
Dan Yeffet
Between 2010 and 2012, Dan Yeffet collaborated with Czech
designer Lucie Koldová on various projects, such as the Muffins,
Balloons, and Shadows collections for Czech manufacturer Brokis,
exclusively distributed in France by Gallery S. Bensimon. During Paris
Design Week in January 2016, Yeffet presented a new project at the
gallery: the Calimero collection in blown-glass and brass, edited by
Wonderglass.
wonder-glass.com
danyeffet.com

BENSIMON

ALESSANDRO ZAMBELLI

Christopher Jenner

Designer

Alessandro Zambelli designed Lume, a standing
lantern, a project that marks the beginning of his
collaboration with Bosa, a laboratory specialised in
design ceramics. For more than 40 years, Bosa has
been producing wholly handmade furniture, carefully refined by craftsmen and boasting decorative elements made of precious metals and glazing. “Lume is
a small but luminous portable lantern conceived as a
good luck gift. It is a ‘travelling companion’ symbolising closeness and affection. Its beneficent presence
brightens every moment of the day.” Lume forms part
of Bosa’s new Non Ti Scordar Di Me / Forget Me Not
collection presented at the MAISON&OBJET preview in Paris. “Lume consists of a cylindrical base
that serves as a candle holder, topped by a sweeping
parabola upon which the entire design hinges. The
look is quite specific; in fact, it’s a conscious tribute
to the old-style bicycle lamp. The parabola protects
the sliver of light and at the same time projects it in
one direction. At the back, Lume features an equally
singular detail: inspired by the buttons on gas-fired
cigarette lighters, the handle allows the lantern to be
moved while lit as well as after it’s extinguished.”

South African designer Christopher Jenner established his studio in London
at the end of 2010. Over the course of 2016, four traditional English craft
techniques will be adopted. A lamp called The Lighthouse uses the least
energy input to deliver the most reflective output. This hand-blown, cutcrystal table lamp, made in the Lake District, is mounted on a marble plinth.
Made in a limited edition of 100, each piece is signed and numbered and
available with either a black, white, or red marble plinth and a collar in brass
or stainless steel. The lamps were presented at Gallery S. Bensimon during
Paris Design Week 2016.
gallerybensimon.com
christopher-jenner.com

LUCEPLAN
Paolo Rizzatto
During Salone del Mobile 2016, from 12 to 17 April in Milan, Luceplan is
celebrating the 30th anniversary of the Costanza lamp. This sees the
start of a series of special events that will continue throughout the year
as a tribute to the inimitable lamp designed in 1986 by Paolo Rizzatto.
Luceplan’s first big success, the fixture springs from a simple yet brilliant
piece of intuition: to revise and reinterpret the classic lamp and shade,
combining the simple form with highly innovative technological solutions,
like a self-supporting lampshade in polycarbonate and a sensorial dimmer.
luceplan.com
paolorizzatto.it

alessandrozambelli.it
bosa.it

OLUCE
Joe Colombo
Light — The Vision of a Bright Man is the name of an exhibition held in Milan
in November 2015, paying tribute to the visionary genius of Joe Colombo
through the latest edition of one of his projects by Oluce. Presented in
Milanese design gallery Understate, The Globe, originally produced in 1964
as a desktop lamp, was a suspended version, and now, on the occasion of
the company’s 70th anniversary, a brand new wall fixture. The pure geometry
of The Globe lives in constant balance between the sphere of transparent,
blown glass and the metal cylindrical reflector that projects the light source.
Aside from showing the collection The Globe, Oluce selected some of the
most significant products with which to tell the story and reveal the character
of Joe Colombo.
oluce.com
understate.it

MINGARDO
Aldo Parisotto + Massimo Formenton Architetti
Sera, which means evening in Italian, is an indoor candle-lamp:
minimalistic and iconic, the sculptural, free-standing floor lamp
comes in two different heights (Sera 110 and Sera 90). The dark,
matte iron structure combines with a double-faced lampshade in
brass or copper: the different materials and surface finishes play
with soft candlelight to create emotional atmospheres. It has been
designed by Aldo Parisotto + Massimo Formenton Architetti for
Mingardo.
studioparisottoeformenton.it
mingardo.com
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